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SPECIALS• Local hobby shop went out 
Of business and I picked up many 
RR items at So% to 80% off normal 
retail price. ·Such as power packs, 
track, engines, structures, kits 
(both plastic and craftsman), 
rolling stock and•other misc. items • 
HO and N scales. All items new 
and never used. Will sell at cost 
plus shipping. First come--first 
served.· Send SSAE to me for long 
lista Steven Masih, .1525 9th Ave •. SE, 
St. Cloud, MN 56301. 
WANTED& Back issues of Passenger 
Train Journal. lVlust be in good 
condition. Send list, prices toa 
George Fletcher, 80 Greenport Ave., 
Medford, NY 11763. 
FOH SALE: HO Collection Of Santa Fe, 
NYC, PrtR, Milwaukee, southern, B&O 
CN, CPK, private company road name 
locomotives and freight cars. 
Specify road name list required. 
John C~bers, 2039 Ogilivie hoad, 
Ottawa, On~ario, CANADA KlJ ?Pl 
INTERESTED NARROW GAWE & LOGGIW 
FANS AND/0!-t RAilttOAD HISTOnlANS 
~he Narrow Ga-uge & Logging Division 
is rolling! If you are interested 
in the model or the prototype of 
narrow gauge and/or logging then 
the l'G&L is for you. A membership 
($3.25 a year) includes six issues 
of our ever expanding newsletter, 
LINK & PIN NEWS. For additional 
membership info or a sample issue 
of the L&P (send 60¢J contact• 
Claude Morelli, lt.i&L Division, 
2236 Dietz Place NW, Albuquerque, 
N~l 87107 
Join the Western Region of the TA!VJI:(. 
Dues are only $3.00 a year and 

.you'll receive a subscription to 
our newsletter, the DAYLIGHT • 

. Write: Tom Gasior, 11800 Pheasant 
Lane, Hopkins, MN. S5J43 for more l .·· 
information. . '-"' 
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CRUMMY 
'I ID 

BY MARK KASZNIAK, 'EDITOR 

TAMR Tradition dictates that I 
abandon all those thought provoking 
editorial ideas buzzing around in 
my brain and instead devote my last 
column of the year to the presentation 
of some Christmas Gifts to deserving 
TAMR members that are not too badly 
needed. Far be i~ with me to fight 
with:·, a TAMR tradition, especially 
one as old and established as this 
one. So in a grand, and maybe even 
glorious manner, I present the 7th 
annual edition of the HOTBOX Editor's 
Christmas Gifts: 
Ken Keels, TAMR President: A rotary 
lawn mower so you can keep back the 
brush on the Saugus & Pacific. 
Greg Dahl, TAMR Auditor: A two week, 
all expense paid, trip to Dayton's 
Bluff to see every BN SD40-2 ever;v 
built. 
Gerry Dobey, TAIVIR Secretary: That 
enlarger you've been hankering about 
for the last year. I was lucky in 
~etting a great deal at Vermande's 
discount camera supply store.· 
Rich Hoker, TA~R Treasurers A com
puter so that you can figure out 
the long range finanmial solvency 
of the TA~R to the sixth decimal. 
Dee Gilbert, MSC Chairman and recent 
papa: tt model of Roosevelt Read 
bridge for the layout made out~of 
pizza. 
Dave Ellett, pass -exchange column·: 
An N scale working model of Gen . 

.,.- '1herman and Yankee troops so you 
'"'-can recreate Sherman's famous march 

to the sea on the CS&A RR. 
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Talmadge Carr, SH rtep: A warm jacket 
and umbrella as it seems every time 
you come to Chicago it '.s cold ·and 
rainy. 
hoger Arnold, WR Rep: A tape recording 
of llilib0-6-0"'s for your collection 
Jim Kobrinetz, Associate Editor: A 
device that will allow you to stop 
time so you can prepare all the 
drawings for the HOTBOX by the dead
lines I've set. 
l'i.1ike & lw,1arY Lucas, IR Reps: A year's 
supply of American postmens' legs 
to keep the Grizzlies happy in 1982. 
Tom uasior, 1~51 Convention "Organi
zer": a copy of the recently re
leased pamphlet: "How to Hold A 
Successful TA~~ National Convention 
While necuperating From A Severe 
Illness." 
Dan Carroll, WR Iv.1ember: A pinball 
machine from Denver Union Station. 
Ed Moran, noted Chicago railfan: 
Beam's regal china train set with 
all the decanters filled to the brim 
with I'i.1cl!lssens. 
Tim Vermande, column author: A map 
of the Chicago area so you won't get 
lost if you ever decide to venture 
West again. 

~n. 
Travd 
Made 
Comfortable 

Don't you wish you 
could see your local 
Amtrak agent for 
additional details? 

Parlor fMs with Cafe Serve 
Ice. Observation aad Smok• 
Ing Rooms. 



Combine Tw.o Good Ideas For - By Richard Topeka 

A MODIFIED TRACKPLAN 

Fig. 1 

If you only have a limited amount 
of space, developing a trackplan for 
your model railroad can be quite a 
chore. Of course, you'll want every
thing,but soon learn that only a few 
of your favorite features can be 
included. What features are important 
to a small trackplan? Although dif
ferent modelers hela different opin
ions on this matter, the better small 
trackplans have the following in 
common: (1) a provision (i.e. loop, 
return loops) for continuous running 
and (2) one or more interesting "ter
minals" that include either a yard, 
switching district or both. How then 
do you go about developing such a 
plan for your limited space? 

One of the easiest ways is to con
sult a couple of the many trackplan 
books on the market and find a plan 
that suits your needs and space. Yet 
it is unlikely that you will find a 
plan that has everything (or even 
most things) that you want to incor
porate. What do you do then? Simply 
combine elements from two or more 
different plans to create your own ·· 
unique plan. There's nothing wrong 
in this; in fact, most trackplan 
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books encourage you to do so. As 
an example, here's how 1 combined 
elements from two different plans 
to create a new one. 

Figure #1 shows plan number eleven 
from Kalmbach' s 101 1'rackplans For 
Model Railroaders. This plan features 
a yard, switching district and point 
to point operation in a Jx6 foot 
space. As it goes, the plan is · 
good for the available space, but 
suppose you have a 4x8 foot space 
available for layout building. Ob
viously, you can now expand the 
plan to include more diversified 
operations. 

Since the original plan lacks a 
continuous running provision, let's 
add a loop from the spur in the 
upper right-hand corner down to the 
mainline by the yard (see fig. 2). 
I also choose to eliminate the 
crossing to make construction easier, 
but this step is optional. 'l'hen we 
could add an additional passing 
track inside part of our new loop 
so that two trains can be run at 
the same time, but a plan of this 
small size doesn't really lend it- v 
self to multiple train operation 

(cont'd next page) 



Fig. 2 

due to the fact that the mainline 
is. rather short. Besides, we still 
have that 1x6 foot chuck of space 
on the upper left to take care of. 
Again, we could expand the plan 
width-wise for a longer run, but 
then overall operations on this 
pike will become dull with so few 
switching possibilities. 

Perhaps we could pack some in
teresting switching into that 1x6 
foot space which will give the 
local wayfreight something more 
to do? I envision the area as a 
busy industrial section sort of 
like the East Skrinny distri~t I 
read about in MODEL RAIIROADER 
(June 1975) awhile back. The area 
could then accomodate a number of 
industries plus an interchange 
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with another railroad. This not 
only allows the local extra 
switching opportunities, but you 
can also simulate an actual inter
change with another railroad, thus 
justifying the existance of your 
own road {see fig. J) 

The final result is a 4x8 foot 
layout with a small, but verstile, 
yard, interchange, 7 to 9 indust~ 
ries--all with trailing point 
switches for ease in switching-
and a loop for continuous running. 

You will also be able to run 
two.trains performing different 
functions. For instance, the local 
can be dispatched to switch the 
numerous industrial sidings while 
the yard goat is making up another 
train. Try modifying a couple of 
plans to see what you come up with. 

Fig. J 



A RIP TRACK SPECIAL By Ken Keels 

Improving Athearn Loco Performance 
Dueto our limited budgets, most 

of us can't afford brass locomotives 
wire to the bottom clip {see fig. 
one J. 

with their smooth running cam motors, r-~~~~~~~~~---~~~~~~~~~--, 
so we turn to AHM, Atlas and Athearn 
products for our motive power needs. 
This article deals with improving 
the performance of Athearn loco- . 
motives. Please note that the impetus 
for this article came after attend
illf! a clinic held at a Los Angeles 
Division meet of the NlV'RA. 

Here are the items you'll need in 
addition to the locomotive{sl.) you 
want to improves track cleaner, 
small screw driver, razor blade, 
soldering iron, solder, a foot of 
small stranded insulated wire, a 
moto tool {and goggles), a 2-56 x 
1/4" screw, a drill for the screw 
and a tap if it is not self-tapping, 
some small washers. 

Start by removing the body shell. 
Next remove the connector clip, 
insert a small screwdriver into the 
worm housing and proceed to remove 
it. Now remove the worm gear being 
careful not to lose any of the pieces. 
Pull out the slotted coupling and 
the trucks should drop out. Set 
them aside for now. 

Remove the motor by leaning the 
motor to the side of the frame. 
Notice the ''play" in the motor {it 
slides back and forth). This move
ment is hard on the motor mechanism 
and generates a lot of noise. In 
order to correct this, pull off the 
flywheel at the commuter end. Next 
SLOWLY remove the clip on the motor 
being careful not to lose the brushes 
or springs. After removing the 
motor case, place one Or two washers 
on the armature and then check it by 
replacing the case. There should be 
a little "play" in the motor, but 
not as much as before. 

Now's the time to clean the motor 
commuter and brushes using a pencil 
eraser or an abrasive track cleaner. 
After removing the dirt, reassemble 
the motor. Then solder one inch of 
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Drawil'l{!: by.author Fi 
We now turn our attention to the 

trucks that were set aside before. 
hemove the two gear box clips that 
hold the trucks together and gently 
pull the trucks apart, then remove 
the wheels and gears. Gently pull 
both wheels from the axle on all 
your wheelsets. ~repare a hot water 
and soap bath for the plastic parts 
and truck side frames. Allow them 
to soak in order to remove any oil 
deposits. 

Place a wheel, sans axle, in the 
chuck of your moto-tool and tigten 
it up. ~ut on your goggles and 
turn the tool on. While the tool 
is running, apply the abrasive 
track cleaner to the wheel to shine 
up the wheel thread. Perform this 
procedure on each wheel. Reassemble 
the wheels and axles, making sure 
that they are in gauge. 

Your plastic parts can now be 
removed from the water and soap 
bath and cleaned with a old tooth
brush. Rinse them thoroughly and 
let them dry. 

While the parts are drying, turn 
your attention back to the frame. 
You can remove the light bracket 
and bulb if you wish to install a 
constant-lighting unit. To do this, 
gently pull up on the bracket, this 
will permanently remove it. 

Now drill a hole (the size of 
the screw) in the frame near the 

(cont'd next page) 
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LOCO IMPROVEMENTS (Cont'd) 
motor and tap the hole, if your screw 
isn't self-tapping (see fig. 2) 

~· 

Dr.II Hole He.re.. 

Clean the area around the hole so 
that it is shiny. Place the sFrew 
into the frame. 

Oil the motor-sba.ft ·connections 
· sparingly and replace the body 
shell. 

Your locomotive now has a better 
electrical contact system which 
will SAOW up in the operating 
performance on your layout. In 
addition, the engine has also had 
a thorough cleaning. If you adopt 
a regular maintenance schedule for 
your motive power, it'll be easier 
to operate your layout when you 
desire and the end result will be 
fewer table-thumping sessions! 

TRAIN 

ORDERS 
·Reassemble the trucks. Note the 

pimple on the gear (see fig. J) 
should be up on all gears and the 
notch in the axle should also be 
up. This improves performance and 
lessens the noise emitted. After 
the trucks are assembled, clean 
the metal contacts on the trucks 
and the frame. Replace the motor 
on its mounting pads and put the 
trucks in their proper places. No MR, But Sti II Necessary 

Take 5 inches of wire and remove 
one inch of insulation from the 
middle of the wire. Solder the 
middle of the wire to the upper 
clip (remove the clip to make 
soldering easier). Bare the ends 
of the wire and solder them to 
the metal contacts sticking up 
from the trucks. Then connect the 
wire from the bottom clip to the 
screw that's mounted in the frame. 

Tne. No-Cc.h b-p1rriple. 
!>hovlc.l be. 01"\ ehe -!:op o.s showl'I h 3 

Reassemble the worm gear, replace 
the flywheel and its coupling and put 
everything back in its proper place. 

~·. 'Add a touch of lubricant to the gears 
~._...,-and replace the worm drive cover. 
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I have to take exception to ::icott 
William's comments printed in 
HOTBOX #167. ~erhaps there are some 
in the 1I'A1vJK who expect too much out 
of it. I like the Ho·r.t>OX, although 
1 realize that it is no MODEL 
RAILROADER. lt gives us teens a place 
to show off our layouts and ideas 
to our peers. Yet to keep the HOTBOX 
good, we need everyone to contribute 
something. 

I'm happy that the HOTBOX is going 
monthly beginning next month, but 
isn't it a shame only a quarter of 
us bothered to vote on this important 
decision? 

--Pat Limback 
Columbus, IN 

(ED: Voter apathy isn't only a prob
lem in the TA.lvtt, many organizations 
devoted to model or prototype rail
roading have similar problems when 
election time rolls around. I wish 
I knew what caused this apathy, 
Perhaps everyone is having so much 
fun with their hobby, they forget 
to vote?) 
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Layout• Don Leitch 

~~Jue a .... 
My Blue Grass Eastern is an ex~ 

ample of ·how you can model a 
prototype railroad, but still use 
some of your own ideas. When I 
bep:an constructing my HO railroad 
back in February of 1980, I wanted 
to pattern it after the Chesapeake 
& Ohio RR of which I'm a fan. I 
could have chosen the area around 
my home as a setting, but the local 
scenery is unrealistic. So instead, 
I chose northeastern Kentucky in 
the mid-19?0's as my setting. 

The problem with modeling the 
C&O, or any prototype for that 
matter, is that you find yourself 
restricted to certain types of 
equipment. I wanted the freedom to 
use certain types of equipment that 
the C&O never had _gr didn't have 
duri?lf!: that time period. I solved · 
this problem by creating the Blue 
Grass Eastern RR, a subsidiary of 
the Chesapeake & Ohio. 

lVly BGE owns the prototype C&O 
tracks between Lexington and Ash
land, KY; however, I'm only modeling 
the section from Lexington to ~res
ton, KY. As I said before, 1 wanted 
to pattern the railroad after the 
C&O and I feel that I've accomplished 
that because eighty percent of the 
motive power is C&O with the rest 
being BGE and the C&O's sister, the 
Baltimore & Ohio RR. I like this 
method of freelancing since it leaves 
room for creativity, but also is 
believable. 

The trackplan of the BGE (preceding 
page) is based on the "IViarquette and 
Independence" from the Kalmbach book, 
Small Railroads You can ~odel. Yet I 
have 8'8.de modifications to suit my 
own needs. The trackwork is.Atlas 
flex-track along with Atlas switches 
and switch machines. All I have to 
do is put on my special model realism 
glasses and lo and behold, all those 

·· -switch -machines disappear from sightl . 
The motive power in use at the 

. present are Atlas GP40 and SDJS along 
- ~i th Athearn Gf9, Gl'JS and a pair of 

~WlSOO's. So far, all of these units 
have given me many hours of trouble 

· i~M!1!!'th1! .f B. 
vice problems. 

The i·~gest customer on the BGE 
i• the'P •. Roger's Coal Comp&J\Y'• 
Q. P. mine in Harland• s branch. ~et 
we shouldn't for;get our other cus
tomers• Baggley's Box co •• and 
Rose's machine shop. In the future, 
more industries will be locating 
along.the BGB's mainline. ln addi• 
tion, to this local revenue, the 
BGE also handles interchange traffic. 
The Louisville & Nashville crosses 
and interchanges with the llGE at · 
Sturgess and the Southern Ry shares 
the BliE's Lexington yard. These 
interchanges haven proven to be 
the busiest points on the IDB and 
if your railroad d•esn't have arw 
interchanges with other roads, you're 
losing out on a great deal of 
business. 

As much as arwthing else in the 
hobby, I enjoy good operation. Thus 
when I operate, l make-use of 
situation cards, train orders and 
a card order syst•m for distributing 
freight cars. This helps to~give 
the operators of the BGE a feeling 
that they are operating a real 
train with cars destined for fac
tories in near and distant towns. 

My plans for the future include 
establishing a passenger train 
operation and maybe some sort of 
walkaround control. At the moment, 
scenery is being added. however, I 
made sure that all the bugs were · 
out of the trackwork so l wouldn't 
have to rip out both faulty track
work and scenery. I suggest that 
other modelers wait a little before 
starting scenery so you have a 
chance to catch any problems that 
m8¥ come up--before they become 
buried inside a mountain. 

The Blue. Grass Eastern isn't as 
large as some other railroads, but 

. I'm still .... looking, forword .to .111.ey 
hours of enjoyment working and 
operating on it. Big isn't always 
better when it comes to model rail 
roading. Having fun is what's 
really important. 
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The MadularCancapt: 3 
Modul.-8-1chwark 

Paullngreh.,.. 

The design of modular benchwork must take into account the 
practical considerations of portability and compatibility 
with other modules. These considerations include size, weight, 
set up and method of joining modules together. 

SIZE - The size and shape of a module is determined by the 
concept to be expressed and need not be rigidly set by the 
specifications. But sometimes a practical size will not be 
large enough to contain all the elements of the scene. The 
answer is NOT to build a bigger module, but rather to break 
the plan down into ~ections that are of manageable size. 
And how big is that? That will vary somewhat with the means 
of transport, the availability of help and access to the 
spaces where the module is stored and used. But one set of 
dimensions does keep showing up and that is the size of the 
rear seat of the average compact car, the most collDllon means 
of transport used to move modules around. Those dimensions 
are lOOc11 x SOcm, or about 40" x 20". If you adopt this as 
your maximum construction size, you'll have few problems 
with transport, weight or set up. Larger scenes can be mod

' eled in multiples of this size, arranged as required. 

WEIGHT - Much can be done to reduce weight in a module. Use 
lightweight wood framing - pine or redwood instead of fir -
for a start. Use diaphragm construction to provide rigidity 
and eliminate the extra weight that would result from L-gir
der construction. Make your scenery from foam instead of 
plaster. This not only cuts weight but reduces the possibil
ity of cracking when the module is moved. 

SET UP - Nothing is more frustrating at a meet than having 
to spend half an hour just getting your module put together. 
Most of this irritation can be eliminated by designing in 
quick set up. Use self-contained folding legs that eliminate 
the need for bolt-on legs. And be sure that EVERY module has 
legs that can support it solidly on its own. Being able to 
adjust the leg height is essential in order to compensate 
for uneven floors and to get all the modules to the same 
height. 

JOINING MODULE~ TOGETHER - In a completely flexible modular 
system the means of connecting the modules together mst 
allow for different module shapes and sizes , track plans 
and reversibility. The 1illplest, most versatile connection 
is to use C clamps across the interface framing at each in
terface. This permits sull adjustments to be made both ver
tically and laterally for precise aligD111ent of the track. 

Modular benchwork is really very sillple, then. But it must 
be made just as carefully as that of a peraanent layout. 
Good quality, kiln-dried lumber should be used. Framing mem
bers should be set in squarely. Joints should be glued and 
screwed. Whatever can be done to keep quality up and weight 
and size of each unit down will ll&lte for greater enjoyment 
by everyone concerned - especially you! 
Shown here is an exploded drawing of a typical module. Note 
the diaphraga construction. Also given are the benchwork 
dimensions reco•ended in the Modular Coordinator's 
Report. More detailed notes on benchwork can be found in 
that report which is available from •e for $5.00, postpaid. 

Paul Ingraham, 3304 Maybelle Way, No. 1, Oakland, CA 94619 

TEEN MODULATION: 

L length! 

W width! 

•1ri1ble 

variable 

H height-floor display-I meter (39 3/8") 
to railhead2 operations-120 ca (47 l/4") 

A leg adjustment ! 2S• (I") \.,____, 

I interface 

~:a~!;d to •ini--6s - c2 9/16"> 
bottom of aaxi1111a-120 aa (4 3/4") 
frUingl 

s surface 
thickness4 uxi•um-20 nun (3/4") 

C c lampsS •inimum opening-60 mm (2~'') 
minimum depth- 60 mm (2~") 

1 These dimensions, together with the shape of the module, are determined by 
tht- requirements of the trackplan and other elements of the scene to be 
modeled. 

2 For set ups where the viewers will include children, the display height is 
preferred. Where the layout will be accessible only to adult operators, the 
higher operations height will be less tirin1. Leg syste11s can be designed 
to function at both heights or altei:nate sets provided. 

3 Framework members to be minill\.Ull finished size 2cmby6.Sca (noainal l"x3") 
lumber. This is the smallest size providing necessary strength and rigidity. 
Maximum finished dimension is 2 cm by 9 CIR (nominal l"x4") lumber. Keeping 
within these dimensions will maintain dimension "I" and assure units can 
be clamped together. Add the total dimension of framin& • surface "S" + 
ballast board + .. ie thickness + rail code BEFORE construction begins to be 
certain "I" is not exceeded. See the interface diagram for clarification. 

4 To insure adequate clamping surface at iiiterfaces this dimension must not 
be exceeded. A surface of 8 m finished thickness (nominal 3/8") material 
is adequate. A maximum 20 m thickness (nominal 3/4'') may be used. 

S One clamp per interface is needed. The a,.ea of the fraaing directly beneath 
each through track should be kept clear of electrical components so that 
clamps can be placed there for set up. 

The exploded drawine shows 
the benchwork components 
of a typical module. It 
uses diaphrap const111ction 
and a self-contained fold
ing leg system. 
Cross bracing is provided 
so that no area larger than J ____________ 1 ___ SOcm by SOca (19 3/16" by 

, 19 3/16") is left unsuppor
' ted. This is particularly 
1 important where li&htweight 
1 paneling or fou sheet is 

ii 
j 

1 used for the surface. 
1 Comer blocks are a aood 
, idea as they provide addi
' tional streneth at i oints. 

-·V....,....-
By Paul Ingraham 

Keep in mind that the system shown above is only ONE way modules can be 
built. You should design your own module in a way that works for you--
and that can be anything from cardboard (yes, it can work!) to welded steel. 
L-girder and cookie-cutter support is-also acceptable. so. be creative. 
Use what works for you! 
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By Dave Ellett 

~ "Camera Ready" Decal Art* 
*OR Please :Ma, I'd Rather Do It Myself! 

Breathes t~· a railnut with a 
soul so dead who never to himself 
has said: "Gee, I 'd sure like to have 
my own decals!"? Iviany of us, having 
given our pikes the greatest name 
in the world and have gone on to de
sign the greatest herald ever formed 
in the mind of man, envision all our 
rolling stock carrying that banner. 
Not to mention the possibility of 
entering that fascinating world of 
"car exchange." 

So, I wrote several commerical de
cal vendors for prices ..• getting 
quotes for road name, slogan and 
numbers ... choice of colors, at what
ever the price ••. but no problem-
pick your size, color and type ·
style ... and they make it. BUT ... if 
you want a herald reproduced, then 
you must send in a sketch, "camera 
ready" for reproduction, remembering 
light colors are printed first, 
darker last, show register marks, 
etc, etc, etc! Your costs are based 
on the number of colors in your final 
design and there is always an offer 
to quote you the price of "our pre
paration for artwork." 

If you submit your sketch for pre
paration by the vendor, be SURE to 
~et a quote from more than one re
source. I have been quoted a differ
ential of thirty dollars on artwork 
for the same herald! Thus it is ob
viously much less exp1nsive if you 
aan provide your own artwork. The 
following is information needed if 
you decide to do your own and can 
follow the necessary· instructions. 
I assume you can draw, or have a 
talented friend who can help out, 
so we'll go from there. 

1) Artwork must be on WHITE paper 
of good quality--tracing paper, vellum 
or transtex. Do not attempt to use 
bond typing paper, it's absorbency 
ratio is too high. NEVER use ballpoint 

--~" felt tip pens. USE India or 
•..• :tists' Black inks and an Artists' 
ink pen. 

November/December 1981 -11-

2) ALL drawings should be made over
size. Twice the final size is recom
mended by most decal manufacturers 
(200%), although many will accept up 
to JOO% oversize. foost heralds con
tain some writing. It is very difficult 
to draw letters and numbers by hand, 
even with a lettering guide. Remember 
that you are working oversize on your 
drawing. Thick lines tend to thin out 
when the art is reduced and thin lines 
have the tendancy to dissappear entirely 
If lettering is required on your 
herald, make a trip to your stationers 
and purchase dry transfer sheets of 
the type you' 11 need. ·rhen apply them 
where needed very carefully. hemember, 
with the camera, what you see is what 
you get. The important thing t9 re
member about "camera ready" decal art 
is that nothing more has to be done 
before making a reduced positive, or 
negative, for printing 

J) For each color used, you will be 
providing separate artwork. These are 
known as "color separations~'' First, 
make a complete drawing of your herald 
in oversize, exactly as you want it 
to look on your rolling stock. Use 
actual colors to make it easier, but 
use artists' India inks. 'rhis way the 
printer could use your own sketch for 
his own color separations if (heaven 
forbid) he is unhappy with yours. To 
this finished drawing add ''register 
marks:'" These are simples crosses, (x), · 
placed in each corner of the drawing. 

4) Secure your completed color 
sketch to a smooth working surfac.e, 
glass is ideal. Use masking tape. Now 
lay tracing paper over your sketch and 
fasten it down with tape. Use paper 
twice the size of you master sketch 
so there'll be room for any marginal 
notes if needed. Next, duplicate the 
register marks exactly onto the tracing 
paper you are using. This will be your 
first color separation. If you have 
a three color herald, you would have 
a tracing sheet for each color. Each 
sheet contains only the portions of 

(cont'd next page) 
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Camera Ready Decal Art 
(cont'd from last page) 

your herald that contain that parti
cular color. Thus when you line up 
all the seperations by their register 
marks, your herald should lmok like 
your comple~ted version. For example, 
suppose your herald consists of a 
red square surrounded by a black · 
border. Your first separation would 
contain only those portions of the 
herald that are red. In addition, 
the separation should be made 
slightly larger than the original 
red square, but smaller than the out
side dimension of the black border. 
This is done because printers do 
printer lighter colors first and 
'black last. Making the red slightly 
larger than its original size will 
take care of any register imper
fections that may occur. The main 
advantage to working oversize is that 
it is easier to separate colors and 
slight imperfections do not show up 
on the reduced copy. Besides, a re
duced copy is usually sharper than 
one that was made to its intended 
size. 

5) If you use dry transfers, be 
sure to burnish the letters down for 
proper adhesion. Otherwise, the 
camera may smear the image and 
shadows will show. Follow the in
structions on your package Qf dry 
transfers as to their proper use and 
application. 

6) I suggest you first send a 
rough color sketch to your printer. 
Get his opinion and suggestions. If 
he cares, he'll reply. If he's "too 
busy", get another printer I Also, 
don't get carried away with color. 
One, or two, colors used effectively 
may look better than four. Unless, 
of course, your railroad is named 
the Rainbow Valley and you have to 
have a rainbow on the sides of your 
rolling stock. In that case, all I 
can say is good luck. 

One last word, custom decals are 
expensiwe. So be certain before you 
go to press that you really like 
your scheme and herald. Remember, 
the extra care you take in prepara
tion will pay off handsomely in both 
the finished product and the cost. 
In the end you can say: "Look iV1a, 
I did it myself!" 
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Hiding The Edge 

One way to disguise a table edge 
behind a building where there is no 
space for a ridge or thick clumps 
of bushes is to put up a fence. 
The fence should-be of the tall, 
solid type and should be positioned 
a little bit in front of the edge 
of the table and the backdrop (see 
drawing) to create the illusi0n of 
continuing terrain. 

--Frank Rudowski 

HELPERS continued on next page 
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HELPERS (cont'd from page 12) 

-#~ 
Loco Maintenance Tips 

Most modelers have numerous loco
motives and sooner or later they 
are going to need some periodic 
maintenance. Here are some tips on 
what to look for when cleaning 
time comes around: 
(1) The most common problem is dirty 
track. There is a godd chance if you 
clean the track, the locomotive will 
run better. So get out the old track 
cleaner and get to work. 
(2) Another common problem is dirty 
wheels. To clean them, connect wires 
from the power pack to the motor 
leads directly and run the unit at 
slow speed. With the wheels turning, 
dip a pipe cleaner into some nail 
polish remover and touch this to 
the wheels. This will clean them. 
(3) If the locomotive still doesn't 
run smoothly, check for dirt (or 
hairs) between the wheel and the 
truck frame or in the driving gears •. 
Don't be afraid to partially dis
assemble your locomotive to get at 
places you can't reach. They go back 
together rather easily. 
(4J Add lubrication if needed. I use 
Labelle 108 on the motor bearings 
and Labelle 106 with teflon on the 
gears. Make sure the lubricants you 
buy are plastic compatable. The gears 
should have a thin coating of grease 
and only one drop of oil on each 
motor bearing. 
(5) If your locomotive still runs 
poorly, check for binding gears. 
Remove the worm gear and sideframes 
and turn the gears.with your finger. 
Check for binding, misalignment or 
small burrs. Also check the commutator 
slots for excess.buildup of dirt or 
oil. 
If you haven't found the problem by 
now, you may have a weak motor. It 
must be desirable to replace it with 
a new one. Replacements are cheap 
and may proven to be the solution 
you're looking for. I hope these 
tips have helped you solve some prob

:·~ems with your locomotive fleet. 
--John Venice 

r. 
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G.E. 44 ton diesel switcher; Key
stone Locomotive Works, 159 Wheatly 
Ave., Northumberland, PA 17857 $79-95 

The uE 44 ton diesel is Keystone's 
first powered engine kit although 
their fine Shays and other castings 
have been around for some time. For 
this kit, Keystone teamed up with 
Grandt Line and Northwest Short Line. 
Brass etchings for the superstructure 
were made by Photo ~ill. urandt Line 
designed and produced the gearboxes 
which are made of self-lubricating 
delrin and are very strong. NWSL 
made the brass gears and wheelsets 
and provided a Sagmi motor for power. 

There are no plastic parts in 
places where problems could arise 
if they were used, like in gears. 
This kit was originally designed to 
compete directly with imported brass 
while keeping the price low and 
overall quality high. Detailed in
structions are provided and include 
everything you need to know about 
assembling the kit and getting the 
best performance from the engine. 

Break-in time was recommended at 
JO minutes in each direction although 
I found that the more you run the 
engine, the quieter and smoother it 
gets. When you first start the engine, 
the noise from the gears will pro
bably annoy you. However, after about 
15 minutes of running time, the 
gears get seated and you'll hardly 
notice it running. Thus no fiddling 
with the drive traiR is necessary 
if you follow the proper break-in 
procedure. 

(cont'd page 14) 
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Maintenance of Way (cont'd) 

The superstructure goes together 
in about an hour's working time 
which means you can break in the 
drive train on a circle of track 
while you build the rest of the 
model. The cab is made out of white 
metal castings as are the radiators, 
pilots and other details. The main 
part of the hood is prestamped and 
etched brass. Just two bends are 
needed to form the hood and these 

·are easily accomplished because the 
brass is a little thinner in the 
area where the bends are to be made. 
Everything goes together with only 
one glue; ACC. KLW recommends either 
Hot Stuff or Dixon. 
---iiandrails must be hand bent and 
this procedure takes an additional 
hour of time. The coupler pockets 
are made to accept Kadee #7's, but 
it should be easy to put just about 
. anything in. 

The engine can be adapted to two 
different styles called Phase II and 
Phase IV (Phase III is identical on 
the outside to Phase II) and the 
difference between the two is in 
the type of ventilator hatches on 
the top of the hood. Both styles 
are provided in the kit. By adding 
extra detail parts--such as those 
offered by Details West or Detail 
Associates--you will be able to 
model any 44-tonner that was ever 
in use. 

Overall, the engine is a quality 
product made for the diesel per
fectionist and would be an ideal 
kit for the modeler who wants a 
GOOD product for a change. The drive 
train runs very smoothly and has 
VErlY good traction. The unit itself 
is ideally suited to small yards, 
transfer runs and as the overall 
workhorse of a shortline . 

~ 

(;} hAf /XJ yov 
me~N J0NE5 

(A;a1f CDmE 
Ton1t,'f .~ 

When Scott Sackett saw our new module column, he couldn't resist poking 
fun at some of the unique mishaps this type of modeling offers. 
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Atg, T:racks_ide 

--~ tJ, reaches -25°F, fies'h freezes ·upon 
exposure. 'l'ha-t. includes yo'uF neck, 
usually that exposed space betw~en 
your collar and the bottom .of your 
ha~. Yet pa~ts are where we generally 
fail,_ your Jeans won't keep you 
warm in cold temperatures. Long johns, 
two ~i.rs of jeans or fireman~s 
bunker pants las in red suspenders) 
are preferred here., Gloves and scarf 
are the final touches. I prefer 
medium weight wool set inside mittens 
or thermal gloves. Gloves are 
essential as your fingers will freeze 
to the camera if it gets too cold. 

AT TliACKSIDl£ 1a a col,_ uiat •JIPlOrH tlie hobbies ot rai.1 photc>graplw {.tor 
110delilll! purposes or pre-tion) • railtanning. !:'lease addrel!B ·all c-nte 
and0 q~estiona on this col,_ to• Tia Varuncle, 51528 Pond Street, i;outh lland, 
IN.116637, . 

The best technique involve~ removing 
the outer pair of gloves _while . .. · 
shooting. Here's wri;ere>those mitten 
straps from your early school AaY:$ 
can come in handy, that is if yo~; . AND THEN THERE'S SNOW 

Well, it• s. here an~ it• s going to prone to leaving your. gloves bebil'l.d:e · 
~tay for a little. while. Those of you Now that your body.· is re~gx, .. hO,yt -
in Texas have no idea what I'm talking about your. camera?- Firstr~'Y'O~ '<;·· 

about, but up a little father north probably find your meter-frozen to 
it's called snow. Now, if you're like death which is probabl¥ .1•"1'3.~ ;J.Ef""well 
a lot of people, you gave up on photo- because most ~eflecte~-a~w;i'l1iging 
graphy a long time ago and are just met~rs. are miserable in .-now.. Us.e 
hibernating until its gets a little an incident meter if possi~e. ~lf · 
warmer, like above zero. Then again you must use your_ camera ''s me·ter:, 
:perhaps you've glanced at the latest open. up about 2 f-stops if yo\\ 're 
issue of TRAINS and realized there is reading snow,. hope or. ~rac.l.tet yQur 
a ton of potential drama to winter shots· l'v1ost camera batteJ:'ies don't· 
train photography. ~ork well _at low temperat.~r•a1 so 

Mind you, hibernating isn't all that it~s,_handy to keep a spare iil"a. warm 
bad. It's a good time to catch upa pcfbket. If you keep a record ot your 
read a little, sor.t out the collection exposures, you'll find themcompar.
get a little modeling done and so on. ' able for sky conditions when you 
However, if you want a shot of a plow get good results. 
train, there's only one time during The cold may also slow down your 
the year you're going to get ft. Guess s~utter, but a~as every camera is 
when? di~fere~t and is effected differently. 

The first, and most important, step This br~ngs.up another recommendation. 
in preparing for winter photography Start with black & white film which 
is yourself. Start at the bottom. ha.s more latitude and less likely to 
Boots are nice; they keep your feet break. Yet all films will break, or 
dry, warm and generally hold better leave static marks, if you'·re .not 
on ice than shoes. If you have the careful. Wind your film slowly both 
bucks, fireman's or hunter's boots ways. 
are good buys. Both are well-insulated, . Condensation is also a bi~ problem 
but usually have to be worn without in cold weather because of its possible 
shoes, which is not a big drawback. corrosion effects. Therefore, when 
Both are also taller than your old you take ·.your camera into· warmer 
galoshes allowing you to transverse temperatures, place it in a sealed 
deeper snow banks. Under the boots plastic bag--to keep moisture out--

-·~ wear a couple ·Of pairs of thick wo~l and let it r-emain there until it 
socks. · reaches the warmer temperature. 

Most of us have good insulated win- With you and your camera ready, go 
t~.r coats, but one with a hood is out and hit the world. By·. u.Sing your. 
bet_iter because once the wind chill . common sense, snow photography can be 
_ :· .- . fun. · 
J:qo~e~'t-/ Dec~~--1981_ ___ _-15- · 
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... · ON .. THE ·. .. As .you-ean see, it was a big event in Garrett, IN on June 
~r_~ ~ ;:;,.0, ·:_ · _ ._· 20; -19a1 when the Safety Express pulled by C&Q ;'f614 (a 4-8-4 
'POINT~: . ~Greenbrier") stopped in for a brief visit. Some people came 

· "·"-,·~!;,.,."' ·out of a sense of nostalgia, others because they had· never 
seen anoperating steam engine. Relatively few came for the 
message that- the· Chessie was trying to get across--namely 
the importance of grade crossing safety. Nevertheless, the 
officers andofficials of the TA~~. plus those of us on the 
HOTBOX Staff, want to take a cue-~from.-·the· Chessie System 
in wishing you a happy, joyous and SAFE holiday season. 

', Photograph by 1»1ark Kaszniak 

MAAKEAS: 

ARRIVING NEXT ISSUE: Reports from our officers on the state of 
the T.AMR. Our former President, Jeff Wilke, introduces us to his 
Midway Northern and the votes have been tabulated on the 1981 contests 
so we'll be bringing you the winners. All this, our usual columns 
plus a nomination form will be coming your way in the first monthly 
issue of the Un-Magazine of JY.1odel l"tailroading • .Be sure not to miss it! 

TAMR HOTBOX, "the Un-llagazine 
145 E. Kenilworth Ave. 
Villa Park, IL 60181 
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